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0. INTRODUCTION 
Azumaya algebras R are classically defined (e.g., [A, AG, DI]), in the 
following way: 
is a finitely generated projective module over Z, the center 
of R;(i) R t 
(ii) v: R Oz R” g Hom,(R, R), is a Z-linear isomorphism where 
v(a @ bO)[x] =def axb, for all a, h, x in R. Their major applications are in 
the area of Brauer Group over commutative rings and in the area of rings 
with polynomial identities. 
Our main objective in this paper is to indicate the suprising possibility 
that (i) is actually superfluous. More precisely, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, admitting an anti-automorphism S, 
so that S(z) = z for all z E Z, the center of R (e.g., S is an involution of the 
first kind). Then, the following are equivalent: 
(1) v: R@, R” z Hom,(R, R), is a Z-linear isomorphism; 
(2) R is an Azumuya algebra. 
For a general R (not necessarily admitting S) one has the following: 
THEOREM B. Let R be a ring, 1 E R and Z its center. Let R’ f R oz R”. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) v: R’ oz (R’)’ s HomZ(RC, R’) is a Z-linear isomorphism; 
(2) R is an Azumaya algebra. 
* Part of this work was done while the author enjoyed the hospitaly of the University of 
Texas at Austin and the University of Washington at Seattle. 
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Of course the obvious conjecture is t&at (i) is superfluous without any 
restriction on R. We are not able to prove it yet. 
1. PROOF OF MAIN 
Let R be a ring, Z= Z(R) its center and we assume t 
paper that 1 E R. There exists a natural map v 
(1) v: R Oz R” + Hom,(R, R), given by v(a @ h”)[x] = a.&, for ai! 
u: b, x in y assumption v is a linear Z-isomorphism. Co~seq~e~t~~ 1’ is 
an anti-automorphism. 
b3MMA I. Suppose V: R@, R” + Hom,(R, R) is a Z-linear isomer- 
phism. Then Z( R oz R”) = Z @Jz Z = Z. 
Proof: Suppose Cci@dp~Z(R@,Ro). Then (Ccj@dp)(x@lo)= 
Bx@~“Krc;@dp)f orallx~R.So~c,x@d~=~.xc,@d~.Applyvandget 
v(C c,x 0 dy)[ 11 = v(C xc, @ dP)[ I ], equivalently 2 c,xdj = x(C c,d,) foor 
Likewise using (C ci 0 dp)( 10 x0) = (I @ x0)(x ci @ e), one g 
(2 c,di)x, for all x E R. Consequently iff = C cid,, then f e Z( 
and v(C ci@ dy) = v(f@ lo), implying by the injectivity of that 
Cc;Odf=f@ ~OEZ. J-33. 
We shall make use of the following Z-linear isomorphism 
CX: R&R+R@,R’, oc(x@y)=x@yO. (2) 
Suppose in addition that R is provided with an ante-~~tomor~bism S of 
the “first kind”. That is, S(z) = z for all z E Z. T en it is easily checked that 
the following map is a ring isomorphism, 
Now since v: R Oz R” -+ Hom,(R, R) is an ante-automo~~~ism~ there 
exists C ai @ by E R @ R” so that v(C ai @ by) = S (viewing S as an element 
of Hom,(R, R)). 
~RoPosrTlON 2. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, and Z its center. Assume f~~~~e~ 
that v is an isomorphism and R is provided with an anti-automorphism of the 
first kind, S, v(C ai@ by) = S. Then, (C a, @ bP)(C bi 0 a:) = z, where z is an 
invertible element of Z. 
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ProojI Since S is an anti-automorphism, we have S(y) 5’(z) S(x) = 
S(xzy) for all x, y, z in R. Consequently 
Now 
S(Y) S(x) = c (S(Y) 4) Z(biSb)) 
Consequently using the fact that v is a Z linear isomorphism, 
(xui@@) (x@y0)=(5’(y)~S(x)“)(~u~@h~) forall x, yinR. 
(4) 
(5) Let W: R 0 R" -+ R @ R", be given by w(x 0 y”) = y 0 x0. Then it 
is easy to check that w  is an involution on R@ R". Applying w  to (4), 
yields 
(6) 
Substituting x1 = SP l(x), y’ = SP’( y), will give 
(s-‘(y)@(s-l(x))o) (7) 
Now combine (4) and (7) to get (C uiOby)(C biOaP)(x@ y”) = 
(C”jObP)(S-l(y) 0 (S-l(x))o)(CbjOup) = (XOy”)(CuiOb~) 
(C bi@ ~7). Consequently, by Lemma 1; 
(1 ujoh~)(~b,Ouy)=zO1, ZEZ(R). (8) 
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We shall next show that z is an invertible element. ~quivaIe~tly~ we shall 
show that z $ h4 for every maximal ideal M of R. Suppose to t 
E A4 for some maximal ideal M. S induces an ante-homomorphism S -- 
M-K, via S(X) =C ti.Z6j. Indeed S(Z) = S(x). Obviously S(l) = 
=~a,b,=~a,b,=S(1)= i. Also, given CE.Z=Z(R), one has 
bserve now that applying v to (8) and evaluate 
C i a,(& bjXQj) b i = ZX, for all X E R. Consequenly 
all X E R. Equivalently S(c 5jXtij) = 0 for all X E R. 
being an ideal, implies by the simplicity of R, that 
C6,E&=O for all X E R. PB 
- - 
Let V: R@(R)* --f HomZ(R, R), be the analogous map to v. Then (9) is 
equivalent to v(C 6,@ 6:) = 0. Now, R is a simple ring with center Z an 
consequently R Oz (R)* is simple. Thus V is an injection ( V( 10 i “) = 1 R) 
and therefore v(C hi@ tip) = O will give that C 6; @ tiP = 0. 
Let W be the analogous involution to W, defined on @z(R)*, by 
W(X@~*)=y@X”. Then O=W(0)=W(Cbi@5P)= ntra- 
ictionsincei=~~,&,=~(~~j~6,~i]=O~~T]=~. ED. 
CQRCXLARU 3. With the previous notations S-’ = C zP’b,@ a”~ 
Define (O:,J)=(b~R@~R~/(x@1~-1@x~)b=O,forallx~ 
PRQPOSITIQN 4. Let R, S, C ai @ by, be as in ~rop~s~tio~ 2. Then 
C bj@ S-‘(aj)*, C aiO S(bi)* are in (0 :r J). 
Proof S(y) S(x) = S(xy) for all x, y in R. ~q~iva~ent~y 
C a,xyb, for all x, y in R. Consequently v( 
4C aj 0 ( yb,)“) or 
Substituting S-‘(y) for y, yields C ya,@6~=C la,@ (S-‘(y) bi)O, for 
all 2~ R. Apply OL-‘, 0~~~: R @ R* ---) R 0 R (2) and get C ya, @ bi = 
C a,@F’(y) bj. Apply B ((3)) and obtain 
(S(S-“(y) b,))O=C u@(S(E~~) y)“. Consequently ( 
(1 Oy”)(C a,@S(b,)‘) for all YE R. Thus C a 
analogy, since S-- ’ = C z ~ ‘bi @ ai (Corollary 3 ), 
S--‘(~,)*E(O :.J)andco~,equentlyCb~OS~“(a~)~~ 
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We prove one of our main results. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a ring, 1 E R so that R has an anti-automorphism 
S, satisfying S(z) = z for all z E Z, where Z is the center of R. Suppose that 
v: R OR R0 + Hom,(R, R), is an isomorphism. Then R is an Azumaya 
algebra. 
ProoJ: Let C aiO by E R Oz R”, so that v(C a,@by) = S. Then by 
Proposition 2 (C ai@ by)(x bi@ a:) = z( 10 lo), z E Z, and is invertible. 
Consequently, by using p one has that /I{ (C ai@ S-‘(b,)) . 
(C big S-‘(a,))} = p(z@ 1). N ow p is an isomorphism, implying that 
(Cai@Spl(bj))(C biQSpl(ai))=z@ 1, or Ci,jaibiOS-‘(bi) Sp’(aj)= 
z@ 1. Apply a ((2)) and get C,,,a,bjO(S-‘(bi) Sp’(a,))o=zO lo. 
Equivalently xi {(ajO l”)(Cib.i@ S-‘(ai)‘)(l @S-‘(b,)‘)} =z@ lo. NOW 
by proposition 4 we get that (R Oz R’)(O :r J) = R Oz R”. Consequently R, 
regarded as a left R @ R” module is a generator ([DI, p. 531). Finally this 
implies, by Morita’s theorem (e.g. [L, p. 6361) that R is finitely generated 
and projective over Horn R o R~( R, R) g Z. Q.E.D. 
In our next result we omit the assumptions involving the existence of the 
anti-automorphism S. The price which we pay is that we have to use 
R’ E R Oz R” (instead of R) in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, Z its center. Let R’ G R@, R”. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) v: R’ Oz (R’)’ g HomZ(Re, R’); 
(ii) R is an Azumaya algebra. 
Proof. We shall prove that (i) implies (ii), the other implication is an 
easy exercise. By Lemma 1, using R’ instead of R, one gets that 
Z(R’@(R’)‘)=Z(R’). Also if CEZ(R~) then v(c~l”)=v(l~co) by an 
easy observation (here 1 = 1 Re). Consequently c 0 lo = 10 co and so c E Z. 
Recall that w: R” + R’, w(x @ u”) = y @ x0, is an involution which fixes the 
center Z(R’) = Z element wise, so by Theorem 5, taking S = w, R’ is an 
Azumaya algebra. It is now standard to deduce that R itself is Azumaya. 
Q.E.D. 
We are naturally lead to the following: 
Conjecture. Let R be a ring, 1 E R, and Z its center. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(i) v: R@ R”z Hom,(R, R); 
(ii) R is an Azumaya algebra. 
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